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Quadratic and Cubic Spline Interpolation
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Some variational properties of (2,0) and (3, I) spline interpolations and their
error estimates are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let (k, m) denote the class of k degree interpolating polynomial splines
whose interpolation conditions are given by mth derivative values. The
variational properties of (2k, 2m - 1) and (2k - 1, 2m) have been considered
by many researchers (e.g., [1, 2J), but very few have considered the
variational properties of (2k, 2m) and (2k - 1, 2m - 1). In [3 J, Sharma and
Tzimbalario considered the variational properties of some kinds of quadratic
spline interpolation. Here we study the (2,0) and (3, I) problems. The
discussion of the variational properties is an extension of [3 J. The error
bounds for the (2,0) problem have been considered in [2-8J; here we shall
give more precise error bounds. The discussion of (3, 1) is a direct extension
of that for (2, 0).

2. INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS

For -00 < a < b < +00 and for any positive integer n :> 2, let

denote a partition of [a,bJ with knots Xi and steps hi=Xi+1-Xi . Let
Sp(L1, k) denote the class of k degree polynomial splines on .1.
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(2,0) interpolation problem. Find sex) E Sp(iJ. 2) such that

s(X i ) =j;

S'(X;) =f;

(i = 0, L. .. , n).

(j = °or n).

(3, 1) interpolation problem. Find s(x) E Sp(iJ. 3) such that

S'(X;) =f;

sex) =1;
sf/ex;) = fi'

(i=O,J..... n).

(j = 0 or n).

(j = 0 or n).

3. FUNCTIONALS

Let PCk/a. b J = 1g(x) Ig(x) E ck- Ila, b J, glkl(X) is piecewise continuous
on la, bland has there at most a finite number of discontinuities of the first
kind).

PC~[a, b1= {g(x) Ig(x) E PCk[a, b I, g(k-21(X) = f: k- 21, i = 0, 1,... , n 1.

Consider the functionals

n-I

Jlpk
-

1J 1= \ ' JiIP' III
j~O

(k = 2. 3).

(i = O. 1..... n- 1).

THEOREM 3.1. Letf(x)E C k
Ilxi,Xi~ll. Thenf(x) is a solution o/the

functional equation JJfik J 1I= °if and only if

(3.1 )

. / I jlk- 2)( ) . . b h 'd' J I ;I.e.• on Xi' XiI I X IS symmetric a out t e ml pOint OJ X,. Xi. I I'

Proof By differentiation of (3.1) we obtain

Pk-I)(X) +P k -- 11 (X j + x i + I ~ x) = 0,

which implies

(3.2)
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Conversely if Jilf(k-l)] = 0, then integrating (3.2) gives f(k-2)(x)
jlk-2)(Xi +Xi+ 1 -x) = c. Setting x = (Xi +Xi+ I)/2, we obtain c = O. Q.E.D.

From Theorem 3.1 we obtain

THEOREM 3.2. Let f(x) E PCk[a, b]. Then f(x) is a solution of
Jlf(k-I)] = 0 if and only if (3.2) holds for i = 0, 1,... , n - 1, i.e., on every
[Xi' x i+ I] f(x) is symmetric about the midpoint of the interval.

For spline functions the conditions above can be simplified.

THEOREM 3.3. Let sex) E Sp(LJ, k). Then sex) is a solution of
Jilf(k-I)] = 0 if and only if

S(k-2)(X.) = S(k-2)(X. )1 1+ 1 .

Proof The necessary condition has been given in Theorem 3.1. For the
sufficient condition integrate by parts:

J;[s(k-I)] = [S(k-2\X) - S(k-2)(Xi +Xi + 1 - X) 1

X [s(k-I)(x)+s(k-I)(xi+xi+l-x)ll;;+1

- fi+l Is(k-2)(x) - S(k-2)(Xi +x i+ I - X)]
Xi

THEOREM 3.4. Let sex) E Sp(LJ, k). Then sex) is a solution of
J/f(k-I) j = 0 if and only if

4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

THEOREM 4.5. The solutions of (2,0), (3, 1) spline interpolation
problems uniquely exist.

Proof It is enough to show there exists only the trivial solution for the
homogeneous interpolation problem.

By Theorem 3.2, 3.4:

S(k-2)(X
O

) = S(k-2)(X I) = .. , = S(k-2)(x
n

) = 0,

S(k-I)(XO) = -S(k-I)(X I) = ... = (_1)n S(k-I)(Xn) = O.

So S(k-2)(X) == 0 (x E la, b]). If k = 3, by s(xJ = 0 (j = 0 or n), sex) == o.
Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 4.6. For another (3. I) problem: find sex) E SpeLL 3) such
that s'(x;)=fi (i=O, I.... ,n), s(x;)=Jj (j=O.n): the solution unique~)'

exists if and only if h~ - h; + ... + (-I )"-1 h;, 1*' O.

Proal By Theorems 3.2. 3.4:

s'(XO)=s'(x l )= .. · =s'(x,,)=O.

Therefore,

seX) = ci - 3dihl'<: _.. xy + 2di(x - XJl

(xE Ixi.xi_,I,i=O.l..... n·- I).

doho=-d 1h,=· .. =(-I)" 'd ll Ihn I'

As s(xo) = s(xn ) = 0, we have

So do = 0 if and only if

COROLLARY. If hi = const(i = 0, I ...., n - I) and n is odd, or if ho "'"

hi"'" ... "'" hll _ 1 (or ho): hi): '" ): hll I) and there is at least one inequality.
the solution of the above problem unique~v exists.

5. VARIATIONAL PROPERTIES

THEOREM 5.7. Let sex) E Sp(LJ, k) be the solution of the (k. k- 2)

(k = 2, 3) problem and let fCx) E PC~ la, b I be an arbitrary function. Then
the first integration relationships hold:

local:

Jilpk-IJJ=Jils(k-llj+JiIU-s)(k II! (i=O,I, ... ,n-I),

global:

Jlf(k 11!=Jls(k-II!+J[U-S)(k-ll! (k=2,3).

We note
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I1(J-S)lk-ll,Slk-ll!

= r;" [Pk-ll(X)+Pk-ll(X;+Xi+l-X)
~ Xi
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-S(k-1l(X)-S(k-1l(X;+Xi+1-X)]

X [Slk-ll(X) + Slk-I)(X j+ Xi+ I - x) j dx. (5.1)

By integration by parts II (J - s)lk-l), Slk- I) 1= 0.

THEOREM 5.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.7, we have the
following relationships:

local:

(i = 0, I,... , n - I),

global:

(k = 2, 3).

Notice J;[(J_S)lk-ll]:>O, J!(J-S)lk-ll]:>O, and apply Theorem 5.7 to
prove Theorem 5.8.

Remark. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we know that the minimization for
problem Jj[f(k-'1j, J[f(k-llj on PC~[a,bj has no unique solution.
However, there is one on Sp(,1, k) which satisfies the end point conditions.

THEOREM 5.9. Letf(x) E PC~[a, bj. Let sIx) E Sp(,1, k) be the solution
of the (k, k - 2) interpolation problem for f(x), and let sex) E Sp(,1, k) be an
arbitrary spline. The following conditions hold:

local:

J;[(J - St)(k-ll] ~J;[(J- S)(k-l)]

global:

J[ (J- St)(k-l)] ~ J[ (J- S)(k-ll]

(i=O,I, ...,n-I),

(k= 2, 3). (5.2)

If sex) and sIx) have the same end point conditions, equality holds in
(5.2) only if six) == sex).

Proof We have

J;[(J-S)(k-l)] =Jj[(J-St)(k-l)] +Jj[(sf-s)(k-1l!

+ 2I[ (J - sf)(k-ll, (sf- S)(k-l)],
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where fIU-sf)lk I) (Sf--S)lk 1)/ is similar to (5.1). By integration by

parts:

fIU-sf)lk ),(Sf-S)lk-III=O.

Therefore,

But

which prove the theorem.

THEOREM 5.10. Let f(x)EPC~la,bl. Let s,{x)ESp(Ll,k) be the
solution of the (k, k ~ 2) interpolation problem for f(x). The second
integration relationships hold:

local:

Jil U - sf)lk "I = -Lil U- sf)lk 2)./lk) I

global:

JIU -- SfY k
-) 1= -LIU - SfY k

21./lkl I

where

(i = 0, 1,..., n -- 1).

(k = 2. 3),

= (Xi. 1 IPk 2)(X) _ S)k n(x) _ pk 2J(X; + Xi~ I - x)
. xi

+ S)k -21(X; + Xi~ I - x)1

X Ipkl(X)_pkJ(Xi + Xi I 1- x) Idx

L IU - Sf)lk 21,pkl l
" I

(i = 0. 1.. ... n - I l.

= \' L·I(/_s)lk.21./lkl l_ J /

i 0

Proof is by integration by parts.

(k = 2, 3).

6. ERROR BOUNDS

Let Ilpi)ll=maxxEla.bllpil(x)i, V~(Pi»)=.I~llif(jll, Mi=ilI''' -+
V~(/(j)), h = maxo>;;>;n I hi' max h/min hi ~fJo' (L7/ Ih i - hi' I I)/h ~fJJ'
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maxO,;;m,;;n_l(maxm< ;(L:5=m+ I Ihj - hj+ t I)/h m, maxi<m(L:J=i+ J Ihj - hj+11)/
hm) <fJ2' R(f, x) = f(x) - sjx).

By Peano's theorem we obtain

b

R(j,x)= f Rx{(x-t}~/2!}f'ff(t)dt,
a

where R x{ (x - t)~/2!} is the remainder of the (2,0) interpolation problem
for the function (x - t)~/2! of argument x. We can show [2]

Therefore,

,b-I R~-')j(X - u)~-j/(2 - j)!l dj"'(u)
~a

where

.(

R~-l)l(x-t)j+/j!}=l Ru{(x-u)j+/j!}du.
. a

Therefore,

By Theorem 3.3,

(j = 0, 1,2),

(j=O,I,2).

= (x - t)2/2 - (x - xm)(xm+1- t)[(t - xm)(x - x m- 2hm)

+(x-xm)hmll2h~, xm<t<x,

= -(x - xm)(xm+ 1- t)[ (x - x m- 2h m)(t - x m) + (x - xm) hm]/2h~,

Therefore, we obtain Theorem 6.11.
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THEOREM 6.11. If f(x) E C J la, b I with fill of bounded variation, then
for the solution of the (2,0) problem and its derivatives we haee

IIRUl(}' xli'! ::: cM hJ .i
I _ ~ 0'" '.::::: -.I ) (j=0.1.2), (6.1 I

COROLLARY 6.11.
monotone sequence
C2 = (5 + 3(30)/6.

Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1 L (I' \hi f is (J

then (6.1) holds. where Co = 7/36, C I = 7il8.

If we take s;(x) as the solution of the (2,0) problem for /'(x). we obtain
Theorem 6.12 directly from Theorem 6.1 I.

THEOREM 6.12. 1ff(x) E C 4
1a. b I with /'41 of bounded variation. thell

for the solution of the (3.1) problem and its derivatiees we hal'c

IIR(j; x)11 ~ co(b ~ a) M 4 h'.

(j=O,1.2).

where co' c I' C2 are the same as in Theorem 6.1 I.
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